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Collection Description


Location:	ASF-R1C

Collection #:	HASI_1005

Creator:	 

Collection Title:	Russian Visits to Hanford

Inclusive Dates:	1994-2000

Bulk Dates:	1994

Extent:	[Extent]2 [Unit]EA [Note]document boxes

Restrictions:	zzziif(get_nmlt(2)>0,'Yes','No')zzz

Assoc Coll Matl:	

Hist/Bio Note:	The photos were printed by the Hanford Site photography contractor. __ __The collection was donated to the CREHST Museum by Larry McRae.

Scope:	The collection contains color photographs (8â€� by 10â€�), color transparencies, color copies of photographs, and contact sheets. These all relate to the Russian visits to the Hanford Site in the 1990s and early 2000s.

Notes:	There were multiple visits by Russian delegates to the Hanford Site in the 1990s. One of these visits took place in July 1994, and the majority of the photographs in this archive collection were taken at that time. During that visit, Russian nuclear materials scientists inspected protection and accounting procedures and equipment in the 200 West area. The Trilateral Initiative was begun in September 1996, and the United States hosted Russian and IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) representatives at the Hanford site, Rocky Flats, Colorado, and Argonne National Laboratory in November 1996 as part of the first Trilateral meetings. Other meetings and visits from Russian delegations took place as well, but these visits are the most relevant to this archive collection.

Topic:	

Geographic:	Hanford Site

Personal:	

Corporate:	

Arrangement:	Series 1: 350+ color photographs of the Russian visit, July 20, 1994Series 2: a second group of 90+ color photographs which includes several very small groups of related photographs (based on their negative numbers), though the small groups do not necessarily relate to each other. They were complied together into this series because they were stored together at the time of donation and may have some connection not readily obvious at this timeSeries 3: Color transparencies from the presentation â€˜IAEA / International Atomic Energy Agencyâ€™Series 4: Color transparencies from the presentation â€˜Selected Hanford Site Chronologyâ€™Series 5: 7 pages of contact sheetsSeries 6: 50+ pages of color copies of photographs, printed 2, 3, or 4 photographs per page __The color photographs were put in order by negative number, located on a white adhesive label on the back of each. This also allowed the photos to be arranged in the order in which they were taken. The transparencies were removed from their plastic sleeves but the order in which they were found was preserved. In the case of the second series of transparencies, the two large photograph negatives and the one sheet of paper were originally located in the middle of the transparencies, and were moved to the end of the series so that all the transparencies could be stored together, and separate folders could be used to store the negatives and sheet of paper. The original order of the contact sheets was preserved. Most of the pages of color copies have multiple copies, so these were put together, otherwise the original order was preserved.
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